These are books added to the Pacific Islands University in September 2016. Appreciation is given to the people who donated these books in support of Pacific Islands University: theological and Bible studies collections as well as the University's academic programs such as education, recreation, and diving instruction.

The Library maintains a “Wish List” of titles requested by faculty and staff. A shortened copy of the “Wish List” has been posted on Amazon.com. Under Wish List, search for Pacific Islands University Library. There is also a link to this “Wish List” on the Library’s home page – www.piu.edu/library. Used copies in good condition are accepted.

Contact Library Director Paul Drake pdrake@piu.edu for further information.

Have a Blessed Day

**CHRISTIANITY**

BR121.5.S56  Destination 200; moving the church into the 21st century by Bob Sjogren, 1990.


**THE BIBLE**


BS651.H86  Starlight and time; solving the puzzle of distant starlight in a young universe by D. Russell Humphreys, 1994.


BS1451.P73  Deepening life together; Psalms four lessons, 2011. {Library also has DVD}


BS2415.W39  Questions Jesus asks; where divinity meets humanity by Israel Wayne, 2015.


**DOCTRINAL THEOLOGY**

BT202.M33  Jesus; a biblical defense of his deity by Josh McDowell and Bart Larsen, 1983.


BT315.2.M53  In the fullness of time; a historian looks at Christmas, Easter, and the early church
PRACTICAL THEOLOGY


BV652.25.M35  Biblical church growth; how you can work with God to build a faithful church by Gary L. McIntosh, 2003.

BV652.25.M35  One size does not fit all; bringing out the best in any size church by Gary L. McIntosh, 1999.


BV1511.P53  What did Jesus really mean when he said follow me? By David Platt, 2013.


BV4501.3.S33  Emotionally healthy spirituality; unleashing a revolution in your life in Christ by Peter Scazzerro, 2006.


BV4520.H46  A.k.a. “lost;” discovering ways to connect with the people Jesus misses most by Jim Henderson, 2005.
BV4908.5.L83  Fearless; imagine your life without fear by Max Lucado, 2009.

HISTORY
DS625.D73  Culture shock! Indonesia; a guide to customs and etiquette by Cathie Draine and Barbara Hall, 1986.

GEOGRAPHY/ANTHROPOLOGY
GN380.P84  Emic and etic perceived values of the people Antipolo Evangelical Church, Asipulo, Ifugao: A case study by Dorys P Pugong, 2012.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
HV5132.F75  An Adult’s guide to what is “normal” by John C. Friel and Linda C. Friel, 1990.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
PM7802.P53  Pidgins and Creoles; an introduction edited by Jacques Arends, Pieter Muysken, and Norval Smith.

LIBRARY SCIENCE & BIBLIOGRAPHY

FAMILY COLLECTION
BS580.L56  The man who couldn’t see by Ella K. Lindvail, 1994.
BS580.L56  The man who said thank you by Ella K. Lindvail, 1994.
Nonfiction

BV835.M37  Marriage course, 2009
Nonfiction

BV4740.M55  All about talent; discovering your gifts and personality by Larry Burkett and Kevin Miller, 2003.
Elementary

PL5295.G35  Little Lola Ko’ko by Jose G. Gallego, 2016  {Chamorro and English language}
Early Reader

PS3563.S68  Soul tracker by Bill Myer, 2004 {Soul tracker series book 1}
Fiction

Early Reader

PZ8.3.G74  Green eggs and ham by Dr. Seuss, 1960.
Early Reader

PZ8.3.G83  Is your mama a llama by Deborah Guarino, 1993
Early Reader

PZ8.3.H57  Hip, hip, hip hippopotamus; a celebration of God’s creation by Mary Rice Hopkins, 1996.
Early Reader

Early Reader

AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA

BS1451.P73  Deepening life together; Psalms four lessons [DVD], 2011.  {Library also has book}

BT431.3.B53  The Bible 30-day experience [DVD] by Bob Hostetler, 2013.  {Library also has book}


PN1997.2.S74  1500 steps [DVD], 2015.

PN1997.85.D76  Drop box; don’t throw them away, bring them here [DVD], 2015.

TEACHER RESOURCE COLLECTION (TRC)
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